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Pearl oysters are commercially farmed for their gemstone quality pearls worldwide and are an important animal
model for understanding bivalve biology. However, despite their economic and scientific significance, limited
quantitative genetic studies have been undertaken to identify genes that regulate important pearl quality traits
and unique biological characteristics (i.e. biomineralisation). Over the last decade, pearling industries worldwide
have shown strong interest in genetic stock improvement aiming to increase the production of high quality
‘South Sea’ pearls. However, before genetic breeding programmes can be initiated, the genetic architecture of
such traits needs to be elucidated. This study investigates the genetic architecture of complex pearl quality traits
(pearl size, weight, surface complexion and colour) and presents the first putative quantitative trait loci (QTL)
and genetic associations to these commercially important pearl quality traits.
To identify QTL and genetic associations to pearl quality traits, a total of 2114 pearl grading recordswere recorded
over 342 pearl oysters. Utilising these phenotypic records, this study provides strong evidence that pearl quality
traits have a low to moderate additive genetic component (h2 from 0.14 to 0.34) and supports previous quanti-
tative genetic studies that these traits are polygenic in nature. A total of nine putative QTL and 25marker associ-
ations for pearl colour, one QTL for pearl surface complexion and three genetic associations to pearl size and
weight were identified using 11 half-sib families. The majority of QTL and genetic associations were detected
for pearl colourwhereby themost prominent QTLwere locatedwithin a 2 cM interval on LG10. QTL in this region
weremapped for four out offive sub-categories of pearl colour and explained from32% to 46.1% of the phenotyp-
ic variation observed in pearl colour. Segregation in multiple families provides further support that genes local-
ised to this region have significant effects on pearl colour.
The segregation of these preliminary QTL and detection of genetic associations provide insights into the genetic
architecture of pearl quality traits and will direct further research into the establishment of genetic breeding
programmes for pearl quality within the Pinctada maxima pearling industry.

Crown Copyright © 2014 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The highly sought-afterwhite, silver, and gold ‘South Sea’ pearls pro-
duced by the silver-lipped pearl oyster, Pinctadamaxima, are the leading
cultured pearl products worldwide (Torrey and Sheung, 2008). In view

of their commercial importance, traditional genetic evaluations of com-
mercially valuable pearl oyster traits (i.e. oyster shell growth and pearl
quality) have been undertaken aiming to further improve pearl farming
profitability (Wada and Jerry, 2008). However, previous genetic im-
provement programmes have been limited by their sole reliance upon
phenotypic records and the genetic complexity of pearl production
traits which stems from the nature of the pearl production process.
For example, commercial pearl production involves pearl seeding, a
procedure where tissue is cut from a donor oyster (termed the ‘saibo’
tissue) and surgically implanted along with a nucleus seed into a host
oyster (see Taylor and Strack, 2008). Since both the donor and host oys-
ter tissues are known to be expressed during the production of a pearl
(Arnaud-Haond et al., 2007), this procedure obscures selection since
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the production of one pearl potentially involves the genomes of two an-
imals (host and donor oysters). Recent studies have begun to dissect the
contribution that host and donor oysters have on various pearl quality
traits (McGinty et al., 2011, 2012).

In addition to the complications that arise from host and donor con-
tributions, quantitative genetic studies have revealed that pearl quality
traits, which drive the value of a pearl, are influenced by a multitude of
genetic and environmental factors (e.g. genetic stock and environment
dependent growth patterns), and have low to moderate heritabilities
(from 0.06 to 0.25, Jerry et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the reported herita-
bilities, albeit low tomoderate, suggest that these pearl quality traits can
be improved through genetic selection programmes and it has been
suggested that the incorporation of molecular tools [i.e. marker assisted
selection (MAS)] would vastly improve selection accuracy compared to
conventional breeding programmes (Wada and Jerry, 2008).

The genetic dissection and improvement of complex traits with low
heritabilities has been one of the most challenging tasks in animal pro-
duction (Goddard andHayes, 2009;Hayes et al., 2009). Recent advances
inmolecular genetics and genome technologies (i.e. rapid, cost-effective
genomic sequencing and high-throughput genotyping) have opened up
new possibilities in this field by facilitating the development of genomic
resources necessary for unravelling the genetic architecture of complex
traits (Liu, 2011; Siu et al., 2011).

Pearl quality traits such as pearl size, weight, colour, lustre,
and surface complexion define the commercial value of a pearl. Numer-
ous studies investigating the variability of shell (and pearl) nacre
colouration and pearl weight have been undertaken for Pinctada fucata
(Wada, 1984, 1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1990; Wada and Komaru, 1994,
1996). These studies have shown that both traits are potentially corre-
lated (i.e. pearls with yellow nacre were significantly heavier than
those with non-yellow nacre; Wada, 1986a). In addition, recent quanti-
tative genetic studies in P. maxima have confirmed their heritability and
reported high correlations between pearl quality trait such as size, sur-
face complexion, shape and colour (Jerry et al., 2012; Ky et al., 2014). To
harness this underlying additive genetic potential for these pearl quality
traits withinMAS breeding programmes, genetic associations to pheno-
typic variants of commercial interest need to be identified. The charac-
terisation of many pearl quality quantitative trait loci (QTL) and
marker associations may lead to more efficient breeding programmes
using MAS programmes and will contribute to a better understanding
of shell and pearl biomineralisation.

The recent development and validation of comprehensive genome-
wide SNPs (Jones et al., 2013b) and high-density genetic linkage map
(Jones et al., 2013a) for P. maxima, along with the acquisition of pheno-
typic data for traits of commercial interest (Jerry et al., 2012), nowmake
it possible to identify QTL and genetic associations to pearl quality traits,
a feat not yet attempted in pearl oysters. This study aims to conduct a
first pass quantitative analysis of pearl quality traits by utilising QTL
analysis and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) to identify ge-
nomic regions harbouring genes of major effect and markers that are
correlated with pearl quality traits. Such information not only provides
insights into pearl trait architecture, but hopefully will be eventually
useful within selective breeding programmes for P. maxima to pre-
select candidate oysters prior to pearl quality testing, thus shortening
the generation interval and increasing genetic gains.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental animals, initial oyster grow-out and pearl seeding

The collection and rearing of the experimental donor oysters, pro-
duction of pedigrees for QTL analysis, tissue collection and DNA extrac-
tion methods utilised within this study are described in a companion
study published in Jones et al. (2014-in this issue). Oyster grow-out
and pearl nuclei seeding was undertaken as part of a previous research
project and are described in Jerry et al. (2012). Briefly, oysterswere bred

from wild caught broodstock and families were grown-out under com-
mercial conditions. Once oysters were large enough for pearl seeding
(18–22 months, dorsal ventral shell measurement ≥120 mm; Gervis
and Sims, 1992), a total of 585 oysters chosen at random from families
were designated as donors to provide saibo mantle tissue for seeding.
A thin layer of saibo tissue from the mantle of these donor oysters was
cut into multiple 3 × 3 mm2 pieces before being implanted into the go-
nads of the 9810 remaining host oysters along with a pearl nucleus.
Host and donor oyster pairs were only made between oysters originat-
ing from the same parental broodstock population to limit levels of en-
vironmental variation between individuals. To reduce nuclei rejection
rates after implantation, oysters were conditioned so that they were in
an active stage of gametogenesis prior to seeding. Numerous environ-
mental and technical factors can influence variation observed in pearl
quality traits, such as the surgical seeding operation, grafting tech-
niques, and seeding technician. Considering this, variation across these
factors were kept to a minimum (i.e. the same five seeding technicians
at the Bali culture site were used throughout the experiment) and
were recorded so they can be incorporated as fixed effects in down-
stream quantitative analysis. After seeding, oysters were transferred to
a single long line for a ten week recovery period before being split
again between two grow-out locations, Bali and Lombok, Indonesia,
for the pearl grow-out period.

2.2. SNP genotyping and half-sib families

A total of 1147 informative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
that have undergone thorough data integrity (described in Jones et al.,
2013b) were utilised in the current study (average SNP call rate per in-
dividual was 99.5%). All family and pedigree relationships were verified
using SNP genotypic data produced from the iSelect arrays in Cervus
version 3.0 (Kalinowski et al., 2007), as described in Jones et al (2014-
in this issue). A total of 11 maternal half-sib families consisting of 342
individuals (average of 31 individuals per family) with known pheno-
typic records and successful SNP genotypes were utilised for QTL analy-
sis. The pedigree structures of these families are presented in Jones et al.
(2014-in this issue).

2.3. Phenotypic evaluation of pearl quality traits

Phenotypic data was gathered for pearl quality at harvest (multiple
records per oyster) from342donor oysterswith pedigree and genotypic
information as described in Jerry et al. (2012). For oysters that produced
pearls at harvest (18–22 months after seeding), the pearlswere individ-
ually collected, cleaned and graded for pearl size (mm), weight (g),
shape, lustre, surface complexion, and colour. All pearls were graded
by professional pearl graders following commercial pearl grading
systems to maintain precision and consistency in pearl quality data.
Since saibo tissue from donor oysters were seeded multiple times into
many hosts, multiple pearl grading records were collected for each
donor oyster. From all 9810 pearl nuclei seedings, a total of 2114 pearl
grading records were documented from the 342 donor oysters with
pedigree and genotypic information. As the genetic contribution to
pearl biomineralisation is predominantly driven by the donor oyster
(McGinty et al., 2011, 2012), pearls produced from the seeding of
saibo tissue from the same donor oyster were considered replicates
for their respective donor oyster. The number of replicates per donor
oyster ranged from 1 to 19 with an average of 6.4 (Fig. 1).

2.4. Statistical data analysis: genetic parameters and estimated breeding
values (EBVs)

Pearl size and weight were analysed as continuous normally dis-
tributed traits. For pearl surface complexion and pearl colour, raw phe-
notypic data was re-categorised into ordered semi-quantitative
categories best reflecting discrete categories as follows: pearl surface
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